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„ As an eCommerce service provider we realize large multi-channel projects. 

Customer service is also always going to be a challenge. With an increasing 

number of communication channels, different teams and locations, access to a 

wide variety of systems - these are the hurdles that have to be overcome. 

In our search for a central communication platform for our customer service, 

we came across GREYHOUND CRM with a Magento connection. With this 

solution all employees, no matter from which location, have access to our 

customers communication and also see all order-related information 

directly in GREYHOUND.“



Excellent customer service is becoming more and more an strategic instrument for customer acquisition and long-term loyalty in the 

course of the increasing offers on the Internet. Where customers used to be attracted by the best price or the availability of an item, they 

now also expect a competent and reliable customer service. The challenge for online shop operators is to make the service experience 

for the customer as positive and sustainable as possible. Requests must be answered promptly and efficiently, but at the same time 

processing times and process costs should be as small as possible. It is therefore important that the customer service can access all 

order- and customer data in real time when processing inquiries directly in thier CRM - without having to constantly switch between 

different interfaces and systems.

Users of the customer service solution GREYHOUND CRM have a connection to Magento at their disposal. With it, many important 

order and customer information such as payment, article or shipping status can be displayed directly in GREYHOUND. Text modules 

that can be enriched with variables from Magento help to significantly shorten processing and reaction times. Whoever is able to save 

time and effort with the increasing number of customer enquiries will not only enjoy a significant reduction in process costs but also a 

clear competition advantage.

Clear advantages for an efficient 

& fast customer service
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All customer data 

in one software

Perfect overview thanks to 

search & process history

Communication & orders in 

one interface

In the GREYHOUND Connector for Magento, all customer order 

information is directly available - including associated process data 

such as the tracking number and payment method. Order and order 

comments can also be viewed. This means that the customer service 

can always get an exact picture of every request without having to 

switch to the Magento admin panel first.

Order items always 

in a glance

From time to time it is important to know which items are in the order 

when answering a customer inquiry. With the help of the article listing 

you can not only see what the customer has ordered, but also jump 

directly to the detailed view in Magento to get further information.
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Whenever you view or respond to a customer request in GREYHOUND, 

the addon tab displays automatically the most important order data 

and the current status in real time. At a glance you can see whether 

an order has already been paid or if the goods have already been 

dispatched. This means that customer inquiries can be processed 

quickly and professionally. The result: shorter response times and 

more satisfied customers.

The automatic assignment of messages to the respective order 

reduces the time for searching for information enormously, you 

always have the right data at hand. And should the customer contact 

us by phone or fax - thanks to the integrated search field you will find 

the right order just as quickly.



Logic like

a ticket system

Information at first glance

Fast processing thanks

 to [$text modules]

The customer service platform with 

connection to Magento
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Order: 20140004  Status: Sent

Thanks to the ticket system logic, only open transactions are displayed 

in the inbox. Reopened tickets end up with the last agent. Many 

functions, such as editing lockout, annotations and the system log 

are designed specifically for team work and help to avoid unwanted 

communication errors.

In addition to information such as sender and subject, the most 

important data about an order is already shown in the field view of the 

e-mail. This way you already have important information at hand when 

clicking on the e-mail and can directly see whether data for the selected 

customer e-mail is stored in the third party system. Whether information 

about the customer, goods or shipping: Which and how much data the 

preview line should display - all this can be freely defined.

Text modules can be created in GREYHOUND for customer inquiries 

with similar contents and topics for easier and faster processing. The 

integration reduces the effort for your employees and at the same 

time simplifies the communication with your customers.



Automatic

data enrichment

Reliable detection 

Multi-client capability
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The real-time retrieval from the connected third-party system provides 

GREYHOUND with a range of important order or customer data, which 

can optionally be used throughout the system for further processing. You 

can configure which values are to be written to which user-defined fields 

according to your needs.

As soon as the addon has identified a customer, the newest order is 

automatically loaded and if desired, the transaction number is also linked 

to the order number. In addition, you can define which of the text modules 

should be available for the users of the addon. 

It may be necessary to store several accounts in the addon. For example, if 

you have additional accesses for different companies or company divisions. 

The addon will recognize which of your email accounts should be addressed 

for data retrieval via the stored receive email address (e.g. service@shop1.de). 

Tailored to your needs



Individual preview line

Linking of

tracking numbers

 + Customer communication & order information in one interface

 + Automatic order assignment for incoming customer inquiries

 + Linked order, invoice and customer numbers for direct access to the 

third party system

 + Track&Trace linking of parcel and shipment numbers

 + Use of global text modules with real-time data enrichment from the 

third party system

 + Reduces service costs and increases customer satisfaction thanks to 

faster processing

 + Parallel connections of several third-party systems are possible without 

any problems

Clear advantages

•  30 day money back guarantee

•  3,00 € monthly per user license (CUL)

•  49,00 € one-time base price

Fees

• GREYHOUND CRM Core-License

• GREYHOUND Version 4.2.7 build 1642 or higher

•  GREYHOUND Connect Plugin (Magento Marketplace)

System requirements
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Order: [$ordernummer]  

Sometimes it just has to go faster. Therefore, the addon has an individually 

configurable preview line that displays important data directly above the 

customer inquiry. By clicking on the logo at the beginning of the line, the 

regular addon opens in the addon tab, which contains all data on the order 

and customer. All values in the preview line can be freely defined.

No matter which carrier transports your parcels - you can store any provider 

with the corresponding Track&Trace links. With the help of your number range, 

all package numbers contained in an order are then automatically linked. Thus 

only one click is necessary, in order to find out the current conditions of the 

shipment. 



Find out more at 

www.greyhound-software.com/magento 

or call us 0541 5079900

For excellent customer service,

your customers will love.
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